The Colorado Energy Research Collaboratory is a uniquely
Colorado partnership supporting a diversified energy portfolio.

Research Areas  Sustainable energy, increased
energy efficiency and advanced energy technologies

Impact  Exceptional record of research and education
“Colorado’s investment in
the Collaboratory has been
extraordinarily productive for the
state of Colorado: economically,
scientifically and technologically.”
 Bill Ritter, Director, CSU Center

for the New Energy Economy;
Former Governor of Colorado

Partner with Us to Build
Our Energy Future
State funding 

to support economic growth through
collaborative energy research, and to
educate our nation’s finest energy workforce

Industry collaborations 

to accelerate commercialization of
advanced energy technologies, management
systems and efficiencies

Private investments 

to scale innovations and impact for rapid
transfer to the marketplace

Game-Changing Investments Position Colorado to Power the Nation
 $8M in state investments leveraged into
$96M in externally-sponsored energy research
 $194M in local economic impact
 Collaboratory institutions have spun out 90+
new companies and acquired 540+ new
technology licenses since 2008
 Colorado is #3 in ARPA-E investments
nationally, a fast-track to
commercialization
 $500M+
investments in facilities
and strategic hiring of
entrepreneurial research

Research  Expand our national leadership in
energy research collaborations

Commercialization  Leverage

partnerships to transform research innovation into
commercial impact

Economic & Workforce  Train the nextgen workforce through education, company/jobcreating technologies and intellectual property

Partnerships  Boost the nation’s energy
ecosystem through research partnerships with
industry, foundations and government

coloradocollaboratory.org

Transforming our Energy Future Through Research
Leveraging Colorado’s natural resources and pioneering technologies for job creation
Advanced Natural Gas Technologies

Biorefining & Bioproducts

Improving worker safety, reducing costly leaks and
minimizing greenhouse gases in natural gas production

Transformational engineering to turn agricultural crops
and bio-waste into energy and novel bioproducts

Next-Gen Grid & Energy Systems Integration

New Materials and Devices for Solar Energy

Creating a resilient grid supporting a variety of
energy sources and consumers

Expanding deployment through development of new,
low-cost, high-performance photovoltaics

Modernizing the Built Environment

Wind Energy Research & Technologies

Inventing efficient and sustainable homes and
buildings that use minimal energy and water

Reducing costs for broad deployment by increasing
manufacturability, reliability and longevity

Integrating Renewable Systems

Accelerating High-Impact Bioenergy Solutions

Dr. Ben Kroposki directs NREL’s
Power Systems Engineering Center,
where companies can address the
technical, operational and financial
risks of integrating emerging energy
tech into today’s environment.

At the Center for Bioenergy
Innovation, CU Boulder’s Ryan Gill and
other researchers are pursuing new
technologies to accelerate sustainable,
economically viable production of biobased products and advanced biofuels.

Affordable Energy Storage

Research & Education in Wind

Ryan O’Hayre and the Colorado
School of Mines are helping ARPA-E
develop new fuel cell technology for
one of renewable energy’s biggest
challenges: storing energy at a
commercially viable price.

Julie Lundquist of CU Boulder and
NREL is advancing fundamental
understanding of atmosphere-wind
energy interactions to develop
new technologies for reliable and
efficient wind power generation.

Low-Energy Radiative Cooling

Evaluating Methane Leaks & Emissions

Ronggui Yang and Xiaobo Yin of CU
Boulder used ARPA-E funding to
produce a revolutionary metamaterial
that can cool any object, from
buildings to buses, with near-zero
ongoing energy usage.

Bryan Willson leads CSU’s Methane
Emissions Test & Evaluation Center
(METEC), an ARPA-E project that
provides a large-area, controlledleakage test-bed for evaluation of
methane leak detection technologies.

Effective Solar Photoconversion

Fast & Efficient Methane Detection

Adele Tamboli of NREL and the
Colorado School of Mines leverages
NREL’s extensive expertise to
explore direct photoconversion of
the sun’s energy to clean, low-cost
electricity and fuels.

A CU Boulder, NIST & NOAA team led
by Greg Rieker has developed a longrange methane leak detection system
capable of interrogating several square
miles in minutes. Funded by ARPA-E, the
project is now being commercialized.

